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Becoming a shipper of choice from theory to practice 
 

Dock411 is a powerful data platform improving communication between shippers, carriers 
and truck drivers. Delivering proactive communications to your internal staff and 
communicating your goals of achieving Shipper of Choice status provides an important 
opportunity to grow your business. 

 

The Opportunity 
In a world where demand for freight services outstrips 
supply it is essential to become a shipper of choice to 
maintain your levels of service with your clients. The 
American Trucking Association projects a shortage of 
around 60,000 drivers and new legislation around 
drivers’ hours will further reduce available capacity.  

Becoming a shipper of choice means that your load, 
your location, and your business practices meet and 
exceed carriers’ expectations. Consistent, standardized 
and centralized facility information is necessary to 
becoming a true shipper of choice in 2019. As a result, 
your great reputation makes it easier to secure trucks 
at competitive rates when you need them most! 

To achieve this, shippers need to understand the 
needs of carriers, then listen to their feedback and 
respond proactively.  

“We use Dock411 to connect with the 
drivers, to get them wanting to cpme 
back. It’s really important to treat 
them with respect, help them when 
you can. We hand out bottled water 
when they check in now, plus little 
things like letting them tarp inside 
when it’s raining. 

When we get feedback which is less 
positive we work to resolve concerns. 

Making sure drivers and carrier 
partners are familiar with the Dock411 
platform helps them with directions 
and ensures they have seen photos 
and information about our facility 
before they arrive.  

It’s important to us that drivers give us 
great feedback. It helps us grow our 
business” 
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Dock411 surveyed over 10,000 professional drivers to find out what was important to them while 
they waited to load or unload at your facilities. After “how do I get there,” knowing what amenities 
were available was cited as vital to improving their experience and your reputation. 
  

Take time to listen to the drivers, use the Dock411 platform to engage 
drivers and internal team members - challenge drivers to look for areas 
for improvement, find issues that matter to them to fix, to help us 
improve. Put yourself in the drivers’ shoes. Our loaders and window clerk 
promote the Dock411 platform, discuss app on kiosk, ask for reviews, and 
request feedback consistently.   
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Our Solution 
A key issue for shippers is to reduce dwell time on site. 
Less dwell maximizes vehicle travel times and distances 
and minimizes times when vehicles are stationary or 
queuing. Less time in the yard improves productivity and 
keeps transport costs low. Haulage operators can then 
pass on these savings to those shippers who really help 
them to maximize efficiencies, delivering benefits for 
shippers, truckers, operators, and clients. 

At Dock411 we developed a data platform to help shippers 
solve this problem. It’s a powerful tool to help shippers win 
more capacity and drive down freight costs. 

Dock411 provides functional information which improves 
visibility, transparency, and accountability. 

If you want to lead change in your organization to become a 
shipper of choice, the path to its achievement starts with a 
single step, then incremental steps forward supported by 
actionable analytics. Dock411 delivers this for your 
business. 

How It Works 

1. Share your facility information, improving safety and
efficiency around the dock by informing drivers about the
dock ahead of time.

2. Share policies, procedures, wait times and other
requirements.

3. Provide facility photos and videos to improve
manoeuvrability and reduce insurance costs.

4. Share your amenities available at your facility. Do you allow
access to restrooms, driver lounge, parking and
Wi-Fi? Allow the driver to review your facility, how were they
treated, did you have restrooms available. Let them share
their experience in a controlled fashion.
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The Results 
One of our customers added 35 locations to the Dock411 platform early in 2019. Some of their 
feedback is shared in the quotes throughout this case study. Overall feedback has been really 
positive for this customer. Within a few months, they reported improvements sourcing freight 
services and impressive cost savings, while feedback and their reputation continue to improve. 

Significant productivity gains are achieved as drivers no longer need to stop and 
call for information, to check directions or to spend time finding specific locations. 

Improvements in facilities make loading quicker and enhance the driver 
experience, leading to favourable reviews and long-term working relationships 

Using data collected from Dock411 we are able to demonstrate significant savings 
by reducing dropped loads. Between March and June these savings equated to 
$482,200! 

Improving facilities in response to 
Dock411 feedback, such as toilets  
(see chart), result in overall 
performance improvements and 
improved satisfaction scores, helping 
position firms as shippers of choice.  
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About us 
 
When deliveries move slow, it is frustrating to truckers 
and reverberates through the whole economy. It doesn’t 
have to be that way. We built Dock411 to provide the 
kind of information that can keep transport efficient and 
prevent holdups like damaged cargo or confusion at 
stops. 
 
At Dock411, we provide important dock information that 
truckers can use to make their day easier. We do this out 
of respect and admiration for the individuals that keep our 
country running. Look at the numbers. There are 
approximately 4 million truckers on the road, moving $1 
trillion worth of goods around the U.S on an annual basis. 
That’s tough to even fathom. 
 
Now truckers can be aware of things like hours of 
operation, loading times, yard hazards, backing 
situations, pallet restrictions and even preview images of 
the docks before arriving. The list goes on and continues 
to grow. The app allows truckers and industry workers to 
easily share information with each other, so everybody is 
in the loop. Knowing what to expect ahead of time can 
help you save time, money and a lot of frustration. 
 

 

 

 

In the third week of July we started 
printing out the Dock411 flyer and 
attaching it to the bill of lading, 
asking the drivers to promote our 
site to their peers.  

Dock411 has given the drivers a 
voice, before they might complain 
to the team members at the front 
window. Those complaints are 
forgotten now we have a 
formalized process to solicit and 
act on the feedback. 

Dock 411 really is “The platform to 
leadership”  

Contact Us 
 
Phone:  630.549.5413 
Email:  mark.legrand@dock411.com  


